editor’s note
Spring 2003 represents the first issue of Wildland Weeds
that is being published by the Florida Exotic Pest Plant
Council. We thank David and Debra Tarver of Outdoor Tech,
Inc., for their assistance in getting Wildland Weeds off the
ground and running for the past five years. The FLEPPC board
of directors now has decided to take the reins in hand and publish future issues on our own.
We hope you will continue to enjoy Wildland Weeds and
support the mission of the Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council.
We recognize that budgets are tight now and appreciate even
more the support we receive for this publication.

In spite of tight budgets all around, work on exotic pest
plant issues marches on as exotic pest plant councils and other
organizations develop, hold symposia, form liaisons and take
action. Volunteers join the battle with privet pulls, Microstegium
massacres, and other restoration efforts. Southern state departments of agriculture join forces against cogongrass while environmental groups focus educational efforts on introduced
species and their effects on biodiversity. Meanwhile, workers
out in the field continue the fight against well-known exotic
pest plants such as Old World climbing fern, while others help
us maintain our sense of humor in the face of overwhelming
odds. There are so many ways to participate and, as editor, it is
gratifying to see the hard work and enthusiasm of our contributors, as evidenced in this issue.
— Karen Brown, Editor

WELCOME
Mark Garland!
by Andrea Van Loan

I

n September, 2002, Mark Garland
became
the
new
Biological
Administrator and Botanist for the
Florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services, Division of Plant
Industry (DPI). In this position, Mark
curates the Division of Plant Industry’s
herbarium, tracks the latest nomenclatural changes involving plants, and assists
DPI personnel in field surveys for noxious weeds and prohibited aquatic plants.
Mark also provides support to the
Endangered Plant Advisory Council
(EPAC), which recommends changes to
Florida’s list of endangered, threatened,
and commercially exploited species of
plants. Mark is looking forward to supporting and contributing to the new decision making process for listing plants as
noxious weeds in Florida under FDACS
Rule 5B-57.
An “Army brat” who grew up in
Georgia, Mark earned a bachelor’s degree
in botany from the University of Georgia,
attended graduate school at Georgia and
at Florida State University, and is now
pursuing a Ph. D. at the University of
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Florida. Mark has been working with
native and cultivated plants in Florida for
20 years. For 10 of those years,
Mark worked for the Florida Department
of Natural Resources and the
Florida Department of Environmental
Protection, assessing the natural
resources of lands proposed for purchase
under the CARL program, and setting
legal boundaries of wetlands throughout
Florida. These years working with plants
in natural areas in Florida, have reinforced to Mark the importance of both
preventing the spread of invasive plants
and controlling those plants in sensitive
ecosystems.
When Mark visits a site, he focuses
first on identifying the natural community and disturbance history, and then
moves on to the question of “What are
the species that are there?” As he says in
the study and exploration of botany, “I
like being mystified, because that’s when
you learn things.”
Mark’s particular interests include
the taxonomy of the genus Hieracium
(hawkweeds) in the family Asteraceae

(Compositae)
and
the
genus
Hymenocallis (spider-lilies) in the
Amaryllidaceae. In his spare time he
translates descriptions of new plant
species into Latin, and enjoys drawing,
hiking and exploring natural areas.
Please join us in welcoming Mark to
his position and to continued exploration
of the ever-changing and mystifying
world of botanical Florida.
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